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Consider a population consisting of one type of individual iving in a fixed region with area A. 
In [8), we constructed astochastic population model in which the death rate is affected by the 
of the individual and the birth rate is affected by the population density P,,(t), i.e., the populls 
size divided by the area A of the given region. In (8), we proposed a continuous deterministic 
model which in general is a nonlinear Voltterra type integral equation and proved that 
appropriate conditions the sequence PA(t) would converge to the solution P(t) of our in 
equation in the sense that 
lim P 
I 
sup 1 PA(s)- P(s)1 >e =Q for every E >O. 
In this i;er, G’rbtain 
I 
a “central limit theorem** for the tandortr element \/A(PA(t) - P(t)). 
We prove that under appropriate conditions vA(P,(t)- P(t)) will converge to a Chu 
process. ((See Theorem 3.4 for the explicit formula of this Gaussian process.) 
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1. Irr;Srodustion 
Consider a population conskting of only one type of individuai living in 8 fix 
region with area A > 0. Let Z,-. (t) denote the total number of individuals prese 
time t and PA(t) = &(t)/A, the population density at t. in [S), we construct 
process atisfying the folllxving properties: 
(i) The process starts wwith ZA (0) = t individuals with a 
01, , a .O s,}, that is, 0 s sI 6 l 4 l 5 s, represents the a 
time fi 
(ii) The distribution function of the life-span 
where F is continuous non-increasing, 
(iii) The probability th;rt an individual of age s 
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individuals during a smctll time interval [i, t + At] id a,(PA (Q)At + @At) where 
a,,(x) are functions uch that EL sup, a,,(x) < 00. 
We shall call stuch a& an age- and density-dependcllt birth and death process. 
Cbefi ne 
for k =0,1,2,3 ,... and let A := Al, A(x) = A&). For each A B 0 and each age 
structure 9’(A) = {sl, . . ., sz}, we obtain a different stochastic process. A caln be 
considered as the area of 8. given region or as any normalization factor, where Y’(A) 
represents a certain population with specified age structure. Put DA ([t) = 
(1/A)&,E9(AJ II~.,J (s) where I [o.bJ is the indicator function of the set [a, b]. We 
assume that DA (I) converges to a positive measure dq, defined on the ISore 
a-algebra of [0,x], ia the sense that 
r* 
lim EL(x)= J &I (4 A-- 0 (1.1) 
for all x 2 0. 
Throughout his paper, g(s, t), yA(t) and r(t) will denote the function d&nerd as 
follows: 
I 
F(t +J-sl -- 
F(s) 
if F(s) > 0, 
g(s, t) = 
I 0 if F(s) = 0, 
1 z 
YAtf) = xz g(si, t), 
1 
and 
In [S], we proved the following. 
Theorem 1 .I. If A (x) l x is L@schitz continuous, i.e., there exist a number L < 00 
such that 1 h(x) l x - A,(y) l y 1 s L .I x -- y I, then the following Volterra type integral 
aqua tion 
t 
Jyf) = r(t) + 1 A(P(u))P(u)F(t - u)du JO 
has a unique solution. Furthermore, if Zn 2 sup,, a,, (x) < 00 and (1.1) holds then PA (s) 
converges to the solution P(s) of the above integral equation in the sense that 
lim sup I?A(s)-. P(s)\ > e = 0 
A-- oar’c t I 
)br every e > 0. 
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Throughout his paper, we will use P(f) to denote the unique solution of th 
Yolterra integral equation in the above theorem. 
As was indicater) in [8], this result gives the relatioyl:;hip between the stochastic 
and the deterministic models that have been progr=d dOr many physic:;? ~~~~mi~~~ 
and biological processes. The implication is that tna J+ Trministic model which i 
much easier to analyze than the comparable stoclrirstic model is for :;tlZ bractic 
purposes as good as the stochastic model provided that the number of ii~~~ividuals 
involved is sufficiently large. I+wever, to make our model useful, a central timit 
theorem for VA (PA(s) - P(s)) is necessa!P’!,r. This will make it possible to Ifind sut, 
at least approximately, how large A mus: be for P(t) to be an approximation to 
PA (I) to some desired degree of accuracy. lt is the purpose of this paper to obtain a 
central limit theorem for VA (PA (t) - P(E I)). 
In Section 3 we give conditions for weak convergence of VA (PA (I) - P(t)) to a 
Gaussian process pecified in terms of A (x I:, At(x), P(t) and F(C). In case CBA (I) is a 
family of density dependent Mtirkov chailns, the limiting deterministic model is 
specified by a differential equation and the limiting process in the central limit 
theorem is a diffusion process. (See [4,5,6).) Lemma 3.1, which plays an e 
role in the iproof of the main result Theorem 3.4, gives us the weak convergence of
the stochastic process 
v/i(t) = dA(P/,(t)- y/,(t)- 1’ A(P,&))P&)F(t - u)du). 
0 
Thiis lemma is proved in Section 4. When F is not exponential and A(X) is not 
constant it is impossible to derive a nice equation that is satisfied by the 
chal.racteristic function @(f, u) of the random element x?==, uivA(fd) + u&(f), wh 
&,I’; (i = l*... n) are fixed constants and 0 6 ti 6 t. We overcome this dificulty by 
splitting VA(t) into N random elements and approximating 4 by a sequlenc 
function I#+, with an increasing number of variables; that is, we show that 
lim N-.m4%v(fr u, l - 9 u) = +(f, u) for a sequence of functions &+I(?, uNll, . . . uN~~]l each of 
wh’ich satisfies a certain partial differential equation. 
An example is given in Section 5. 
2. Definitions, notations and some old results 
In [S], we constructed a probability space (0, .& 9) on which the random profess 
ZA(f) is defined. Ler 7~~ c Jbc be the a-algebra generated by all the infor 
to time t, rg the a-a,lgebra generated by the life lengths of 
and nr c Jcc the a-algebra generated by all the informati 
life lengths of those individuals that were either born in (0, t) or 
[8, Chapter 21 for the explicit description of these o-al 
r all 0 s s c t s f, let A . r~&f) denote the numb 
born in (s, r] and are still alive at t and A l q&f) the total 
alive at t that were given initially. Thus PA(t) = vtQ,,)(t) + 
G&, u) = h(x)x(F(t - u) - F’(t - u)) + A,(x)xF*(t - u). 
The random elements YA (t) and Y~,,j(t) play an important role! in %er:Tlon 4.By 
partitioning [s, t) into K equal pieces (K + 00) and using, the fact that !&)(t) + 
Y&t) = lt’~,,~(t), if can be shown that (e.g. see (3.2) (3.3) and [8, Lerslma 3.11) 
E[ Y&t) 1 w?] = 0 (thus Y,(t) and YJ(t) are mutually orthtigonal’ if I, J G [O, t] are 
disjoint), and 
For each fixed T > 0, YtO,,,(T) (can be considered as a stochastic process with 
respect o the parameter t (0 s t G T). The following results about YtO,.,(T) are 
proved in 18, Chapter 41. 
Lemma 2.1. If A4 < 
k independerrt of A 
00, und A (x ) and F(t) are continuous, then there 
such that 
a 
E[ Y&,,(T)] 5 k((t -- s)/A + I(t - s)~/~) 
Lemma 2.2. If As < co, and A (x) and F(t) are continuous, tkw there exists a number 
k’ independent of A such that 
E[ I$,,,,( T) Y&,(T)] s k ‘02 - td2, 
forall 0Str<t<t2~T. 
The preceding two lemmas are Lemma 4.6 and Lemma 4.7 of [8]. (See RemarK 
2.5.) The next lemma is an easy consequence of the equrlities (2.lj and 
G,!?‘(t), t) = Az(P(t))P(t). 
Lemma -2.3. If A4 < a’, and &(X)X 6:vzd A (x) l x are Lipsihk continuous, then 
h10 A-.-= 
(,,r+h)(f + h) 1 m] - h l Az(P(t))P(t)l] yT 9 
Let D = D[O, T] be the space of all functions x on i0. T] that are right 
confincrous and have left-hand limits. Let A denote the set of a”! strictly increasing 
continuous mapping of [0, t] onto itself. Without loss of gen,;ti: &ity and to simplify 
notation we will take T equal to :I. &ne a metric on f? for x, y in let 
d(x, y ) = inf{ & : there exists a A cz A such hat sup,, A(t)--+& and 
supr Ix(t) - y(A (t))l s E). It is well-known that ( d) is a m;*n’ + space and this 
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metric defines the Skorohod Topology (see [1, p 1 1 11). Let be the a-field of 
s&s for the Skorohod Topology. Each stochastic process X(I) with sample path in 
gives us a probability measure on (D, 9). We shall say that a sequent: 
stochastic processes X0(t) converges in distribution to X and write X, 
the probability measures associated with X, eonverge weakly to that of 3 
IJse So to denote the degenerate probability measure on (D, 9) concentrated atthe 
zlero function in 0. The next theorem gives us the necessary conditions under which 
a sequence of measure P,, on D is tight in (D, 9). We state it without proof. ( 
proof see [7, p. 5 11). 
Theorem 2.4. Let P, be a sequence of probability measures nn D[O, 1) ranJ I3, 
their corresponding expectations. Suppose 
(i) En[lX(tz)- X(t,)lPIX(~~)-X(tz)19]~ c ItI- tJ+‘, where p, q, r, and c are 
irrtciepevsdent of n, p 3-0, q 2 0, r B 0 and tl C t2 C t3, 
(ii) P,{ IX(t)1 a k}+O as k --p 00 uniformly in n for each t ir2 a dense set, 
(iii) lima-ssupn P,{IX(l- 9)- X(l)1 > E) = 0, 
lims,osup, P, (1 X(S) - X(0) I> F} = 0, 
for every E > 0, then the sequence P, is tight in D. 
JRemark 2.5. ‘There is an error in [8, Chapter 41. The stochastic process j/A We 
in [8] is supposed to be Y tc ,)( T) which is defined in this paper for some fixed T , 
(Thus 
XA (t )’ = Yto,t,( T), 
vA( W:(t) - W:(s)) = Y&T), 0 s s s t 6 T). 
Throughout hat chapter, F(t - u) should be replaced by E(‘?’ - u) (Thus Gti & b 
4;T, HT respectively.) and the a”(t) in [8, Theorem 4.41 should be repheed b 
I 
I 
G(P(u ), u )du. 
0 
Since the results OP Chapter 4 have not belen used at all in the rest of [8], these 
changes do not affect the other chapters off [a]. 
3. A central limit theorem 
To obtain a central limit theorem, some kind of assumption stron 
the initial age distributions is necessary. Therefore, in addition t 
that the initial age distribution tends to dq in such a 
assume further that 
+ I D s [F(t - Cd)(i - p(s - u))h(P(u))B(u) 
=I= P(t - u)F(rrr - u)A1(P(u))B(u)]du, Q 
This lemmrr is proved in Section 4, Throughout hio eaction, we ~urne thlrt the 
hypathesea elf emma Xi are a&fled, Sinea 
j/n (PA (t) == P(t)) ss P’4 (t) + VA (x4 (t) == y(t)) d- ( 
(3 2) 
+ ’ VA (A(& (u))&(u) - A(P(ru))P(u))F(t - u,du, ’ 
it follows from Grornwfall’s inequality that 
IVA(&(t)- WJl e sup (1 K&I + IVA(YA(U)- y(u)j)eL’: (3 3) + 
o=u6r 
where L is the Lipschitz constant associated with the function h(x) - x. Consider 
l/A J” (A(l?4(W))PA(U)” A( 
0 
(u))P(u))F(t - u)du = 
(3 4) * 
S 
where 
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, Since K(t, M) is assumed to be continuous, the continuity of h follows from 
the fact that the timwkformation A that intervenes in the dlefinition of d can be 
required to be arbitrary close to the identity functiol.1, in the sense that, the slope 
(A(t) - A(s))l/(t - S) of ieach chord can be made as close to 1 as possible. (see [I, p. 
112-5! 14, especially formulas (14.‘16) to (14X3)]). Since !I-’ is given by 
k=-‘(y)(t) == y(t)+ j ’ R(r, ~)y(~3d~, 
0 
h is onto, The continuity of h A follows from the continuity of R (t, t*) by the same 
unrent which leads to the continuity of h, U 
X and d(X,, Y,,)JO imply Yn d=$+ X,,, (3,1), (3.2), (3,4), 
Lemma 3.2 imply that h (VA (lQ( 9 ) - P( a))(t) converg;es in
distribution to u(t). Sitxse h-’ is continuous inthe Skorohod topology, this implies 
t/A (Pn( a) - P( * )) is a convergent sequence in D, Denote its limit by Q’ and 
identify this weak limit Q on L9 with a stochastic proceeds Q( 8 ), Again boy the 
continuity of h, h (J/A (PA ( 1) - P( 1 )))(t) convergels in distribti:ion to 
h (W a )W = - j?iC(1. u)O(u)du, 0 
We thus obtain the stochastic equatiinln: 
Q(t) = v(t)+ 1’ K(t, u)Q(u)du4 
0 
Solvlag ~fie move equatmn, we ol,ta$n the following centroll imit theotxm, 
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Remarks. To see that Q(f) is Gaussian, it suffices to show that a,Q(t,)+ .O l + 
a,Q(t,)) has a normal distribution for 0 s tl < l l ’ c t,, and aI,. . ., a, arbitrary real 
numbers,. This can be proved’ by approximating the above sum by a linear 
combinations of v(kt/n) that tends to TaQ(tJ as re + 00 (see (3)). The covarialnce of
the Gaussian process Q(t) can be found by an elementary computation by 
interchanging thje order of integration and expectation (see also [3]). 
4# The proof ot the main lemma 
Throughout his sectioil- we assume ttlat the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are in 
force and the time parameter set of the processes considered is 10, I]. For those 
ZA (0) = z initial individuals l,. . ,, se, let &, . . ., &) be their corresponding life 
random variables, i.e,, &[I) = 1 or 0 depending whether the ith individual “s,” is 
alive or dead at time t. To simplify the notation, we use I?, to denote SrefP(ca,. Then 
qA(t) = (l/A)&&(t) and YA(t) = (l/VA) (t*(t) - g(s, t)). Assume M is such that 
L&(Y) s M for all A and t. Since the de rate depends only on the 
individual, &lI and &, are independent of each other if 9, ” and kU~j 
different initiall individuals. Thus (&(t)-a g(s( t): Y E WA)) is a collection of 
independent random elements, Since 
and 
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E[(L(t + h)- YA(t))*I w] = a[T(g(r + s,h)- 1)(&(t)- g(s, ?))I*+ 
(4 2) 
++g(r+s,h)(l-g(t+s,h))&(r) l 
Lemma 4.1. If for each t > 0 there exist a L, 3 0 such tha.t 1 g (s, t) - g (s, t + SI )1 e 
L,h for all s, then 
Frwf. Since (&(t + h) - &(t))” = (- l)“&(t) - &(t + h)) for all positive integer n, 
E[((S,(t+W-g(s,t+h))-(&(t)-g(s,O))’]eL, ah 
where i = 2 or 4. The lemma follows by first multiplying out 
A”WA(f + h)- YA(f)r== [XS(&(t + h)- $(t))- (g(s, t + h)- g(s, t))]” 
and then taking expectation. El 
Remark. In particular, this lemma implies that, under the same condition on g, 
E[ Y:(t)] is less than or equal to LO. Me t/A + 6(LoM l t)* and thus is bounded 
above by a constant independent of A. 
Lemma 4.2. Under the hypothesis of the pveceding lemma, there exist a constant k 
independent of A such that 
E[( Y’ (t ) - Y- (c:))*( K (tz) - K (t ) j*] s k (t2 - t,)*, 
Qw,<t’=t*Sl. 
roof. Let t2 - tl = h. Denoting the first term of the right hand side of the equality 
’ (4.2) by Q, an easy computation shows that E[O*] is bounded by a constant imes 
h4. Since the last term in the equality (4.2) is less than Lo l h * VA(t), the left hand 
e of the inequality in Lemma 4.2 is less than or equal to 
E[(Y,(t)-- h(tl))*C?] + Lo* h l E[(y~(t)- Y,t(t1))*~A(t)]. 
An application of Schwarz inequality and Lemma 4.1 shows that the first turn in 
the above sum is bou:lded by h* times a constant. Since the expectation in the 
second term of the preceding sum equals 
E[( YA (t) - YA (tl))‘( YA (t) - YA (tl))] + [(YA(f)- &.(h))*(~‘A(fl)+ yA(t))] 
which, by (4.2), Lelmma 4.1 and Schwarz inequality, is bctunded by h times a 
constant depending only on t, the lemma follows. Cl 
et f(t) be a bounded and 
argument as in the proof of above lemm 
continuous function, The same 
e fact that 1 f(t)- f(s)1 G L(t - s) 
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imply that the inequality in Lemma 4.2 k satisfied not just by X+(z) but also by 
f(r). L(t)* 
3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, there exists a constant k indepen - 
dent of A such that 
E[( WA (t) - WA (s)r] s k ((i - s)/A + (t - s)“~). 
Proof. By definition, 
WA (1) - w* (s) = &t,(t) + (&o.*,(t) - Y(C.s,(S)). 
Since it foliows from Lemma 2.1 that the conclusion of this lemma holds for Y&f), 
to establish this lemma all we need to show is that the above inequality is satisfi 
by YtO.Jt) - YtO,l,(s), i.e., we need to show that 
E[(Ko,s,(t)- Yw(s))‘] s k ‘[(t - s)lA + 0 -- s)~‘~], (43) 
for some constant k’ independent of A. Partition [0, s] into n equal pieces 
0 = to <: tl c l . l c tn = s and write Y~l,_,,,(r) as Yhi(t) for siniplicity. An argument 
similar to the one leading to formula (2.1) (see also the proof of 18, Lemma 4.51) 
gives us 
lim 2 E[(Ymi (t)- Y&i (s))’ 1 ~TT,_,E = 
?I-+- inI 
=: .A l-j/2 s (F(s - u) - F(t - u))H,(u, PA(u), t, s)du, j = 2,3,, 4, 
where Hj(X,y,t,s)=~i-lAi(y)gyH~~ (j=2,3,4,3and Hil (j=2,3,4, lcisj 
polynomials involving F(t - x), F(s - x) and F(t - x)/F(s - x) m variabl r 
implies that when h4 < 00, 1 Hj(X, y, t, s)l s Hi e 1 y 1 for some constant H, i 
dent of X, t and S. Denoting Ymi (t) - Ymi (s) by Yhir then the left 
inequality (4.3) equals 
Using equalities in (4.4) and the fact that Ef Ynr 1 II- 
to the one we used to prove Lemma 2.1 (see [ 
lemma. 
The lemma state below gives u 
elements whit h will ble needed later, It’s proof runs 
Now, consider P,~\ (t), Condition (i!) and (M) of Theerem %,4 are ~sily MMI to be 
satisfied by P,+ Sink it fc~llows from Lamma 4.4 that conditian (i) of Theorem 
also satisfied by Ye, this implies that the sequence 6% 16 tight, where 6% Es tha 
probability measure on D determined uniquely by the random element IQ. 
?“harefore ach subsequence of ‘Q contains a further subsequence converging in 
distribution to some random element v of I), Natle Arst that sinca IQ ~$6 V, 
L#emmas 4.1 isnd 4.3 imply that I$[( v(t + h) - v(t))“] g constant 0 Co ‘Ize Ws gives us 
the smoothness condition on the sample paths of V, i,e, 
P(w : v(l, w) is continuous as a function of 2) = 1, 
(see [8, Theorem 4.21 or [7, p, 28)). Note second that since supA E[ v:( r)] G 00, VA (t) 
and v:(t) are uniformly integrable for each t. (see [1, p. 321). 
We now prove (4.1). 
Fix u 1, = . ‘9 uk, ul, . * ., t)k* Let ft, fi be any bounded Lipschitz continuous functions 
such that fi(t) = ui and f2(ti) = ui for a!1 i = 1, . . ., It.. Then it follows from Lemma 
4.4 that 
$ = 2 t”iwA(ti)e viYA(fi)) 
is a tight sequence. For real numbers U, v and t 9 tkr let us define 
@A(#, u V)=E[exp( i$ +iuwA(f)+ !bYA(t:)]], WI 1 . 
and let $(t, U, v) be tthe limit of +A(& U, u) of some convergent subsequence! of 
21: + u WA(t) + vY~(t). Due to the complexity of the process, it is impossible! to 
derive:: a nice differential equation that is satisfied by $C Instead we shall approxi- 
mate 411 by a sequence of functions (cIN(f, u~,~, . . .9 u~,~, v~,~, . . . . ON.~) with an increas- 
ing ua.lmber of variables and show that limN,, &,(t, Ed, . . ., u, v, . . ., v) = &(t, u, IV). 
For each N > 0, let As = l/VA!, e partitioll the age of the individuals into IV 
0, As), [As, 2As) l l . [(N - l)As, 
d denote them by J(i 
or notational convenience, we shall sometimes drop the N in J(N, i) 
and I’(IV’, i) and write them as J(J) and I(i). Also we use Xi to denote &J~~~Y(A)~ 
For fikd N, put 
(&(t)= g(lF, t)), j = 1,, 9 I *, N, 
split WA (I) iin iv rnndom elements Y/q,(t)* j s 1, * t 1) N, and replace v 
uW*(t) 3n (4 
respectively. Denote the vectors (u~,~, . . ., uN&, (u, . . ., u,) and (v~.~,, . . ., v~.~), 
( V v) by uN, IU and t),+,, o respectively. 
cr 
9 * l “9 
Put 2&(t) = xi + %(I) -b VA (I), and define 
Then it is clear that +Jt, u, v) = t/&(t, u, v) and 
a 
-@ = E[iY&(t)eKp{i’&(t)}}]. 
dUMi 
(4.7) 
For each given vectors u N and UN it can be proved thnt (t), t 3 bK iis a ti 
sequence in D (e.g. see (4.16)), therefore we can find a co ergent subsequence. 
Using the diagonal process we can find a subsequence A ’ such that Z&@)9 t ia: tK is 
a convergent seq ‘*enee for all &l(t) such that UN and ON are rationalIs. By an 
approximation argumlent, it can be shown that (e.g. see [l, Theorem 4.2, p. 25)) 
&l(t) are convergent subsequences for arbitrary real vectors I(~ and IVM In the 
same manner, we can pick a subsequence of A ’ such that (43) converges for ah 
and UN. Without loss of generality, we will denote this subsequence again by A. 
Define 
$N(k um GN ) = h #~(f, UN, UN). 
A--- 
Consequently, it follows from the above argument (picking a subsequ~~n~% 01 
necessary) that 
if 
’ $N, 
= .-- 
d0N.j 
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tl standard estimate ei, = l+ix-$x2+-c(x) with Ic(x)lamin{lx12,1x13} and x 
re,zrE vdl give us the following: 
I(rAN (t + h, UN, UN) - @it (t, UN, ON) = 
== iE[e’gA”‘)E[%A (t + h) - %A (t) 1 m]] 
+ rE[eig4qv*(d + h)- VA(f) 1 n;]] 
- 1,E[e:‘$^“‘E[(QA (t + h) - ‘%A (t>>” 1 v,]] 
- jE[e”A”‘E[(VA (t + h) - ?$, (t))” 1 w,]] 
+ E[e”A(‘)(%,& + h)- %,&))(‘V’& + h)- VA(t))] 
+ E[ eigd” c(i %(t + h)- %4(f)!)]* 
(4.10) 
We shall derive a differential equation for IIN by dividing the above equality by h 
ancrl applying limr,JLiiA,, to both sides of (4.10). VWe first prove the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma 4.5. If F is confinuously diferent~alble, then 
E[“y’,(t + h)- %(f)) 74 = i n&(f + jds, h)- l)&.,(t)+ d(f, h, VN) 
i-1 
where E: is such that 
lim liim lim 
N+m h-4 A+.> 
+[(E:)‘l =: 0. 
Proof. A direct computation gives us 
&WgO + s, W gU +j& h))(Z;(O - g(s, 0)). 
Thus 
E[(~f4)~] =::a2 v N.jZj(g(f + s, h)- g(t + ias, h)J2(l - g(s, O)g(s, 0, 
i-1 
which converges to 
N 
&I 
I 
Jv) IgO + s9 W- g(t + jk W)2(l - g(s, t))g(s, t)dq(s) 
as A + w Since 
I,is (llh)(g(t + s, h)- g(t f 
which tends to zeraor as s tend to s, this ri:sta lishes the lemma, B 
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Lemma 4.6. Let UN(t) = Z,Y, ~~,,sJ~~-- F’(t + s)/ F(s jdq(s). when 
Proof. A direlet computation similar toi the one in obtaining (4.2) gives us 
(1 - go + s, h))]. 
Denoting the last term in the above formula by 0, this implies the con(ditiona,l 
expectation inside the absolute value sig,n of the lemma is equd to 
(E[ VA (t + h ) 1 v,] - ‘%‘i (t ))” + 0, Since 
&C(It)= &(&(t)- g(St t))+ Q(S9 t), 
E[I(lIA)Z#(t)- g(s, t))l]+o as A -+QO 
and (l/A)Xjg(s, t) converges to JJvI g(s, t)dq(s), Lemma 4.6 is established. 
Lemma 4,7. Suppose m is such that (m - 1)/N 6 t < m IN. ThePt 
E[%A(t + h)- %A(t)l ?r,] = 2 (g(t -(j - 1)/N, Ir:!- l)&&&)f 2 k,,&w~~. 
j-1 f “0 I 
where &,,,j are random elements such that 
lim lim lim h-*E 
Nd- h+O A-+- 
[(s aNJ)2]=o* 
Prod, Let YN,j = YN,~ (t + h ) - YN.~ (0, i < m and 
Y N,m = Y((m-l)lN.r)(f + h) - YMm-1)/N,,)(t)- 
Without loss of generality, we assume h is such that t + h c m/N Wse dq,Jt) to 
denote the measure induced by the monotonic increasing function qw,.&) of x 
Put 
f(h,u)=g(t-u,h)-g(t-(j-l)fN,h). 
Since E[ Y( ,,,+,&t + h) 1 ?rr] = 0 and 
‘Pl,(t+h)-e,(t)=2 k,,yN,, + ~N.t&c,r*h,(t -+ h), 
j-1 
an easy computation shows that 
(t-(j-l)IN,h)-1) 
:= VA( \
W) 
f(h u&j,(t) - b, 
By an argument similar to the one given in obtaining (2.1), we conclude that (see 
also [8, (3.1)(3,2) and (3.3).) E[ &,, . &,,I = 0 if i S-c j and 
(4.12) 
Since 1 G,(x, u)l S (2h + A231 x 1 and sup06t& E[PA(u)] < 00, the lemma follows from 
the fact that 
lim f(la, u),l\r = Fp(t - u)/F(t - u)- F’(t - 0’ - l)/Nj/F(t - (j - 1)/N) 
h-=+0 
which tends to zero ;as u tends to (j - 1)/N. Cl 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose m is such that (m - 1)/N s t < m JN. Then 
lim Eim 
h-4 A-w 
;*E[ IE[(%A(t + h)- %,(t))21 T,] 
- h( ‘S &J-j) - F’(t - u)h(P(U))P(u)du 
+ u&mA*(P(t))P(?)) I ] = 0. 
Proof. We use the same notations as in the preceding lemma. It follows from 
El L.,+,& + h) ] d] = 0 
that 
E[ YN,j y(l.r+h)(t + h) 1 r,] = 0. 
This implies that the conditional expectation in Lemma 4.8 equals 
m 
c &JE[Y~,iI m] $- z, ~IN,~~NJ E [ yN.i YN,j 1 T; ] 
i=l i#j 
16i,jGm 
* U?4rn * E[Y:,t+w(t + Pt) 1 nt 1. 
(4.13) 
Consider the first term in the ab’ove sum. Denoting qI(N,I)(f) by qN,i(t), then 
E[Yc.iJ*t]=A ~[.E[?,i(f+~)Irr,]-- [ 
Iti) 
A(P~(u))P~,(,~.~)~~t-~h-u)drr-Y,i(t)]2 
+ .CL l [E[q$,i(t + h) I rt] ’ (C[i?N,i\t + !t) 1 :rt])‘]* 
Note that the first term in the right band side of the above equality equals 
[I 
. 
A* (g(t - x, h)- l)dqx(t) 
JOI 
1 
2 
h(PA(U))*&(U)(F(t+h-u)-F(t-u))du , 
.A 
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which, by (4.12), hasI an expectation of order h*. Due to the fact that the death rate 
depends only on the age once r:, is given, AqNsr (t + h ) is a sum of AqN.* (I) 
independent life random variables (one for each individual that was born in f(i) 
and is alive at t) once rr, is given. Thus the last term in the preceding equality equals 
I g(t - JY, h) . (1 - g(t - x, fm)d&). I(i) 
Denoting the above random variable by 0, then 
h-4 A-m 
- Lti, - FF(f - u)A(P(u))P(u)du 1-j = 0. 
Corrsequently, 
Fz; lim 
A-= 
- F'(t - u)h(P(u))P(u)du = 10. (4.14) II 
Consider the second term in (4.13). Denote E[ 1 E[ YM., YN,j 1 ?rc ] I] by R. TO show that 
lim h4 IimA- R/h = 0, note that qN,,,(t + h) and q,.,.,(f + h) are independent once 
the information up to time t is given, thus 
E[ YN,i YN../ 1zt] = E( Ym.6 1 wt 1. E[ Yw.j 1 nt J- 
This, together with t.he equality 
E[YN,j Irr,f-(g(t_0’.-l)lN,h)-l)Y~,,(t)+SH.,r 
formula (4.12) and !khwarz in.equality, implies that Iimk~lima,~ R/h = 0. This, 
together with (4.14) and Lemma 2.3, proves the femma. D 
Consider the second last term in (4.10). Denote (&j(t)- G.,(t + h) by <IN., 
Since QN,j and qN,i(S -t h) are independent once R~ is given, atr argument simikdy 
to the one given at the end of the proof of the preceding lemma wil! give us 
(4.15) 
for alf i = l,... ;m, j = 1 ,U,,., IV. 
Finally, consider the last term in (4.10). It can be shown that 
E[(~A(~z)- EP,(~,))~(~A(~~)- gA(tz))*] C k(ts- tt)’ (4. t6) 
where k is independent of A and tk 6 t, < t2 < t3 S 1. it’s proof runs along similar 
lines as those of this same theorem and is therefore omitted. The ~re~~n~ 
inequality implies that (e.g. see [l, p. 1621) 
as h -*O. 
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Combining (4.17) (4.15) and the four preceding lemmas, we obtaiin from (4.10) 
the following paptial differential equa$ion for eN(t, uN, oN): 
$. 9 F’(t + iAs) a 
f$ E(t t ids) vN*iG*N 
F’(t + s) 
P(s) dq(s)+ (4,. 18) 
I I(i) - F’(t - u)h(P(u))P(u)du + U&,m 2 h f=l (p(t))p(t)} #N 
+eN(t,UN,vN), tafkt N 
E&,<$ 
Note titat &?N + 0 as N + CJQ and i‘N can be made to be arbitrary small uniformly for 
1 uN,r 1, 1 uN,i i uniformly bounded above, i.e. for any & > 0, x > 0, there exists an N* 
such that I~:N(?, UN, VN)~ < E if NaN*, for ah UN, vN such that 
IlWh~i~.~{ 1 uN,i /,I %,i I} :s IL 
Let (A) be the partial differential equation which is obtained from (4.18) by 
eliminating the last term &N. Let (PN be the sohrtion of (A) with some given 
appropriate initial condition on t = fk. Since @I ) and (4.18) are linear di@erential 
equations 0 f first order, it can be shown that (for a general solution of these 
equations, see (2, Chapter I, OSi) 
h 1 #N(f, UN, VN) - QN(~, UN, VN)I z 0 lf a fkr (4.19) 
N-em 
if lim N+mlqN(tk,***)- @N(tk,***jyI =o* 
This is true provided Q N is bounded a-way from zero, which is the case if 
max IsiGN{ I&iN,i I, I flN,j I} S K < 00 as we shall see next. 
Let j and m be such that (j - 1)/N s fk C j/N and (M - 1)/N s t C m/N. Sobing 
(A), we obtain 
g d.(t)U&,i], (4.20) 
i=l 
where 
(0 = (h(t), . 0.9 h(t)), 
Ui (t) z 
ifisj 
ifj<i; 
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hi(t) s 
F(t + ibs) 
F(t, + ids) i = 1,. . . N; 
~d~(s))(~)‘d~, i = l,...N; 
f’min(ilN.r} 
J F(t -(i - 1)/N) ‘dPfu ))Pt’r) (F(u - (i - 1)/N) ’ + du, if m >ia:j, 
F(t -(m - 1)/N) n,(p(u))p(u)( F(u _ (m _ 1)/N) ’ “1 if i = me 
Taking k = 1, tk = c) and r(lN(o,. . .) = qN(O, . . .) = 1, we see from (4.20) that 
(p~(t, u v) = exp { -$[(Z k)v’+(~ dw+iq}, tao 
which converges to 
exp{ - If ‘(t, t)v”}exp{ - i(F(t, t) - P(t, t))u”j 
as N+a. 
Thus5 r(r(t, u, v) = E[exp{iu WA(t)+ ivYA(t is equal to the preceding product 
of two exponentials. Since U, 0 are arbitrary, this implies (WA(t)$ YA(r)) * 
(W(t), Y(t)) for each t SO, where W(t) and Y(t) are independent Gaussian 
random variables. 
Let us use Y(S) to denote all the linear combinations of {u*, uu : u, tl E S} with 
functions of t as coefficients. By induction on k on (4.20), we obtain 
for some QN E yz = ~((u,, . . . uk, u)) and RN E sp:! = y((th, . . .9 irk, u)f). Now, ShKx? 
the convergence of the sequence of coefficients of an arbitrary square term (e.g. u 
in the sequence QV or RN can be easily seen by setting ail the other v~ables 
to zero,, the convergence of the sequence of coefficients of an a&&a 
(e.g. u - v) in QN or RN can also be shown by letting all the other va 
the cro:ss terms vanish. Henoe 
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for some Q E: yz and R E yz. This proves tslat 
(WA (?I), l l ‘9 WA (hi ), Y4 (h), 55’ l l 9 Y&c)) =+ (w(h), . l .Y w(tk), y(h), l l -9 y(h)) 
where ( W(h), . . . w(&)) and (Y(fl), . . ., Y(Q) are independent Gaussian randcm 
vectors. Since it is obvious that E[ W(h)] = 0 r= E[ Y(G)] and cov [Y(h), “i-‘(tJ] = 
r”(tf, tj) for ah 0 S ti :S tj, the only thing left to show is that 
COV [ jW(ti ), FV(tj)] = r(ti, tj) - r’(ti, tj) for 0 s fi < tj. 
Taking k = 1, t > t1 >*O and j be such that (j - 1)/N s tr <j/N, then (4. t19) and 
(4.20) imply that 
q%(t, u, 0) = E[exp { iu, lV(t,) + iu W(t)}] = 
= lim $h(h, a(t)u, O)exp{ - If(t)u’} lv-@?o 
= (lim E[exp{ if: (u*+ ai(t)u~Y~.i(rl))])exp{-lf(t)u7 
, N-- i = 1 
for certain function f(?> and ai = F(b - (i - l)/W)/F(tl - (i - 1)/N) if i 6 j and 0 
otherwise. By using (4.20) again (with k p= 1, tl = 0 and (PN(O, UN, ON) = 1), it can be 
shown that the expecltation i the prece:lSng limit tends to 
exp{ -- 4(fl(t)d + f2(t)u2)} l exp{ - U, l u (2 do l d,(rl))) 
for certain functions fl, f2, 
di(tl)= 1” Ii,,, - F’(r- u)A(P(u))P(u)(ms/)2dudr 
i/N . I 
+ f h2(p(u))P(u) 
Iti) 
dj(tl;) = h2(P(u ))‘(‘I ’ 
Thus COV [ w(,/,), w(t)] = limN.+rn x(, f ai (t)& (tJ = r‘(t,, t) - F(tl, 1~). This completes 
the proof. 
death process 
Let Z,(t) be the linear birth and death process with birth rate CX, death rate p 
and initial state &(O) = AX. Then PA(O) = X, PA(t) == Z&)/A, p(t) = 
z l exp(b - P)G, A,@) = A&l) = a?, F(t) = g(up t) = exp{ - pi’}, (4 U)” 
aexp{--p(t--,)I and Z?(t,u)=:tvexp{(w-@)(t-u)!, 
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Theorem 5.1. Let ZA (t) be the linear birth and death process with birth rate (Y, death 
rate p and initial state ZA (0) = A l z. Then 
dA(ZJt)/A - z l e@-@“), 
comidered as a random element of D, converges weakly in the Skorokhod topo 
the #Gaussian random function Q with E[ Q(t)] = 0 and 
z . p-m ,(a-Sb_ ( l)(a + P)(a -P)-‘, ifa# P, 
E[W)Q(Ol = 
I z * (a + p) l s, if a = j3. 
Proof. Let N(t) = e’(“-pJ’ v(t). T’heorem 3.4 implies that 
’ e-(“-p)‘Q(I!j = N(t) $. 
I 
a l N(u)du, 
0 
where N(t) is a Gaussian process with mean zero and 
E[ N(s) l N(t)] = z l C[eBs - es,‘]. 
Since 
E[e 
-(a -P)sQ(s)c!-(P-B,IQ(f)] = 
= E[N(s)N(t)] + E [ N(s)/‘ aN(u)du] 
0 
(54 
’ QN(u)du + E 1 [I.’ I Cr*N(u)N(u’)dudu’ 1 
and it follows from formula (5.1) and Fubini Theorem with some manipulation that 
the right hand side ol the above equality equals 
z . (eW-a)s - 
O*(P+4~w-4 
if cy # /3 ancl z l (a + p)s if a! = @, the theorem is provet! 
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